
DRIVING
1.   Upon entering JFK Airport, proceed toward Terminal 5 (JetBlue). Follow the signs to the TWA Hotel, keeping 

left toward Terminal 5’s parking area.

2.   For the TWA Hotel’s valet parking, transfer to the left center lane, which will lead you directly to the hotel’s 
front entrance. 

 Parking rates (subject to change)
 Up to 30 Minutes: Valet $10/Self $4
 Up to One Hour: Valet $20/Self $15
 Up to Two Hours: Valet $30/Self $25 
 Daily Max: Valet $48/Self $35

3. For self-parking, stay in the left lane to arrive at the parking garage. The TWA Hotel will be visible on the right.  
 After parking, follow the signs in the garage for the skywalk to JetBlue Terminal 5. 
  •  When in JetBlue Terminal 5, take the escalator down to the baggage claim area. On the far right, you’ll 

see an elevator for the TWA Hotel. Take the elevator upstairs to the hotel.
  •  Once out of the elevator, follow the red carpeted flight tube to the TWA Hotel lobby. Turn right 

immediately after exiting the flight tube and follow the ramp down and to the left to reach the  
check-in area. 

AIRTRAIN VIA SUBWAY OR LONG ISLAND RAILROAD
1.   Connect to the AirTrain by taking the subway to either the Sutphin Boulevard-Archer Avenue station ( E , J  

and Z  lines) or Howard Beach station ( A  line). If you’re taking the Long Island Railroad, exit at the Jamaica 
station for the AirTrain (see map below).

2. Board the AirTrain and exit at Terminal 5 (JetBlue).
3. Go up the escalator and follow the moving walkways to the JetBlue terminal.
4. Take the escalator down to the baggage claim area. On the far right, you’ll see an elevator for the TWA Hotel.  
 Take the elevator upstairs to the hotel.
5.  Once out of the elevator, follow the red carpeted flight tube to the TWA Hotel lobby. Turn right immediately 

after exiting the flight tube and follow the ramp down and to the left to reach the check-in area.
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